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worksheet-01

1. Read the story
Dhira Was a shoeshine boy. He lost his father when he was very
young and lived with his mother and sister. He was a hardworking
boy. After school, he would sit near a cinema hall and polish shoes
for a living . One day it was very hot. Dhira sat under a tree
counting his days earnings and humming a popular tune when he
overheard a passer by say,"A thief has just robbed and escape
from the jewellery shop". Dhira stop counting he quickly put his
money back in his pocket and asked passer by ,"when? whare?
just now. He stole a gold necklace and managed to run away. They
say he has a beard". so saying the passer-by went on his way.

2. write the 'ing' forms of the verbs given in the brackets by using
above the passage.
a) Dhira was a hard (work)boy
b) He would polish shoes for (live)
c) Dhira sat under a tree (count) his days (earn) and humming a
popular tune
d) when dhira heard about robbery, he stopped (count)

3. Give the opposite of the following words by using above the
passage
a) young x
b) hard x
c) hot x
d) quick x

4. write the meaning of the following words using the dictionary a)
earningb) hummingc) overheardd) Beard-

5. Rearrange the jumbled sentence into meaningful sequence
a) after school he would sit near cinema hall and polish shoe
b) Dhira was a hardworking boy
c) he overheard a passer by about robbery
d) Dhira stopped counting, he quickly put his money back in his pocket
e) Dhira sat under a tree counting his days earnings

6. Read the above passage carefully and answer the question below
a) what is the name of shoe shine boy?
b) who was he living with?
c) where did he sit to earn a living?
d) what was Dhira doing when he was humming a tune?
e) what made him stop it?

The poem “WHY GOD MADE TEACHERS” throw this link
https://youtu.be/c8elM-7ZdWU

WORKSHEET -2

worksheet-3

WORKSHEET -4
Here are some examples of prepositions

WORKSHEET 5
Activity -2: Look at the picture and describe it using simple
sentences.
He is a boy. The boy is very happy. He looks very smart. He is
wearing a red T-shirt and blue shoes. His hair is black in colour.

Activity -3: Describe this picture with your own words by using the
given clues.
(Beautiful, red, green, Rose, leaves, smell, stem)

Go through on this link and provide to your children to comprehend
how to describe a picture or events. https://youtu.be/Uy-qqguRrYY

WORKSHEET -6
Activity: Rearrange the following group of words as you find them
in the dictionary.

Example: pot, play, part, pin, paper.
Answer: paper, part, pin, play, pot.

1) apple, apron, alarm, aeroplane, alert.
2) fish, face, fun, fan, five
3) crocodile, tiger, monkey, alligator, donkey
4) men, mad, mint, mango, much
5) class, teacher, queen, inkpot, money.
6) hear, heap, heal, head, heat
7) spray, sparrow, spread, sprint, speak
8) block, blade, blink, black, bleak
9) return, retail, retire, retreat, retain
10) click, climate, clip, climb, client
11) stripe, strike, strict, string, strive

WORKSHEET -7
Activity -2: Read the following Story and underline the Naming
words in Red Colour and action words in Blue colour.
Elephant and Friends An elephant wandered in the forest looking for
friends. She came across a monkey and asked, “Will you be my friend ?”
“You are too big and cannot swing on trees as I do. So I cannot be your
friend”, said the Monkey. The elephant then came across a rabbit and
asked him if she could be his friend. You are too big and heavy, you
cannot hop like me. I am sorry but you cannot be my friend. Then the
elephant met a frog and asked if she could be her friend. The frog said,
“You cannot jump like me. So cannot be my friend.” The elephant asked
a fox and he too gave same reply. The next day, all the animals in the
forest were running in fear. The elephant asked what was happening
and was told that tiger has been attacking the animals. The elephant
wanted to help the other animals. So it requested the tiger, not to disturb
his friends. The tiger did not listen. Seeing no other way to solve the
problem the elephant kicked the tiger and scared it away.

Now write the underlined words under the suitable heading:

Naming word Action word

WORKSHEET -8
Punctuate the sentences meaningfully.

Punctuation means putting pauses at the right places in sentences.
These marks are used to make the meaning of a sentence clear.
The important punctuation marks are1) Full Stop (.) - The full stop is used at the end of a statement or a
command. It indicates the completion of a sentence.
Ex: Priya is a good girl.
2) Comma (,) - A comma indicates the shortest pause in a sentence. It is
also used to separate the items in a list of words in the same
sentence.
Ex: I bought a pen, a pencil and a book.
3) Question Mark (?) -It is used at the end of a question.
Ex: What is your name?
4) Exclamation Mark (!) -It is used after words or sentences which
express surprise, joy, sorrow or a wish.
Ex: What a beautiful dress it is!
5) Apostrophe ( ’ ) -It is used in the Possessive case of Noun.
Nisha’s house.

Ex:

6) Inverted Commas (“ ”) -These are used to mark the beginning and
end of the actual words of a speaker.
Ex: Nikhith said, “I am going home.”
7) Capital Letter – Capital letters are used when
a) The first letter of the word with which a sentence begins.
b) The pronoun “I” is always written in the capital form.
c) All Proper Nouns begin with a capital. (the Himalayas, India)

Activity-1: Read each sentence. If it tells something, put a full stop. If it
asks something, put a question mark. If it expresses strong feeling, put
an exclamation mark.
Did you hear a sound
A snake is hiding in the bushes
Oh my God
Shall we go home now
What a beautiful monument the Tajmahal is
Yes, it is very beautiful
Have you ever visited the place
Last year I visited the place

Activity-2: Punctuate the following sentences.
1) where is sumit asked amit
2) what a fine day
3) misha went to rakshas house
4) bring potatoes tomatoes and chilli from the market

REGULAR AND IRREGULAR VERBS
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